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In acomp8ch txnmcUdtopolkylical, projective plane, let iI be a closed Lie subgroup of the group 
A. We compare the set $A consisting of :he centres of all 
of tk group 01~1 of all elations contained in 0 ani; of its 
dsswn that $A is the u&m of at most countably many 
a sin& &orbit whenever the connected component of J2 
result is analogous to awe&known theorem of AT&~ for 
consequenas for the structure of collineation groups of compact, 
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topological projective plane elatfion homology 
1. 1 
Througchou~ this paper, we cc - ;ider a compact, connected’t~pologicsil projective 
plaw. It8 p&t itpam will be dmimd by P, 
Cobeations fixin8 sll the pin@ of a line A are died ~xdul ~ofZineations (or 
a& A, For such collineations there is always a CWW, i.e. a point 
8 through this point are invariant; his notion is dual to the notion 
of an axis. If, for an axial collineation cu with axis A and centre z, the image Q! (~0) of a 
ing on the axis is known, then the 
teametric construction illustrated 
Fig. 1. 
In a topological projective plane, wlhere join and intersection are continuous, it is 
immediate from the construction i Fig. 1 that mial coUir;.eatbW are csntinuou% In
the given compact, connected plane, we now ccmtider, fox a.fked tin& A, the grOup of 
all axial collineationa; with axis A, and we endow it with the compa&open topology. 
Thr: aim of this paper is to determine the configurations which BT~ Gbtaiined by 
collecting the centres of all non-identical homoilogies belonging to a dosed gubptrp 
s) of the group of all penpectivities with axis A. This will be carried out under the 
extra1 assumption that J2 is a Lie group. Probably, this is no restriction at’all; some 
comments on this question will be made at the end of this section. 
Thle following conventions will be :used: For a point z the group of all perspec- 
tivitiles in f2 with centre 7 is denoted by #?[,J; 
denotes the normal subgroup of all elations in Jd. Let 8 and be tile connected 
components of the identity in fl and fi[A], mSpCtiVely. 
We are interested in the set 
f) = (Z E BP:; 41[2.~ # {id}} 
of’ aiill centres of no :kidentical elements in J ore O.ly, for a subset 
3(tu)={2EB;fl[,]n # (id}}. 
is pa r are et 
under the normdize:uf Jb in the wllfineation @croup of the 
ation r normalizin 
is the mion~of mbits under the con 
Our m&n ramit determines the clad 
-orbits wntained in it: 
Let 42 be a closed Lie subpwp of the up of aN u.tial coilineations 
ly orre of the folzowing ~se~~~,~ hotds : 
consists entirely of elatiom 
ht. 
(ii) &4 ccMst$ of more thun one but at most ~0untaBly marry points. In this case, 0 
is disctlcte and at most countable. 
(iii) &I is u connected munifrPld of positke dimension. It is t?gen an orbit of the 
elation gmup &A]C Which in this case must be ~onnected‘S In particular, $)‘\A is closed in 
P\A and homeommphk to 01~~. 
(iv) .&A *& tie union of mo= thun one, but at most ccrzmtubl~ many orbits under the 
Q of the elation group O[,Q and 18 is non-trkial. Each uf theaTe 
and homeomorphic to Q). In this tease, the connected conzpone~t 
Sof 113 conths dution~ only, so thot E= 9. 
This theorem wili be proved in Sections 3 and 4. WC: wntinue the present section 
by making some comments on the theorem and by giving some typical applications 
of it. 
the theorem may be regarded as the generic ase since it c)ccuxs 
netted wmponent af &I contains homologies for more than 04ae 
presetits an analogy to the we&known re Mt of 19%rdr6 [I] that in 
6nite planeC@A i9 an orbit of Ifa [,+Q Xn wmpact, wnnel::tGd planes, however, this is 
nerally true; in Section 2 we shall wnsider ;ounterexampXes .Trle to H. 
The theorem Q that $Ipl(, if not empty, is the union of at most countably many 
its are homeamorphic to ee 34, we &tai 
row ~OWPI the possib for the hornrecbHw0 
ct one may prove (see 3.2 
and 3.7): 
52 H* H&hi/ Hansl, 
cofxdvat4e that cornpA 420nnected ph@MS Of& 
(much iti the salme way as there are no ke%Uy icompw 
infjinite dimensiioa). This would mean that the conclusbn 
ti (iii) UKi (iv) Of the the0 really are mutu~~y e 
l a n~a~~old, aMi a connected manifold 
many closed subspacet; Ml wh 
the oountablc sum 
L&7x a clused Lie subgroup e$fhrr gtvrup of cmtinuous collineatinns 
A kttariant, and denote i& emnected cmapmze~t by 8. 
e further that rcontains a non4depatical homokgy with a& A wh&~ cen& 
not a @xed point of A. 7?m the group A[A,AJ of citations is &A with ax& A is 
connects-8, and she mbit A(t) is equal to the orbit ALU?(Z) un&r #hi& e@.&mgmup ; in 
A md homeommphic to A~A,AI, 
ial connected subgroup of hom&@es with axis A, then 
I”(2 ) = L%(Z), and aN elations af r with axis A am cont&ed in A. 
For th$ special case where the given homulogies are reflections (i,e, of order tie), 
results of this type may be proved irectly, using well known techniques ofgenerating 
tlationa f’rom reflections. In the proof of the theorem above, we make use of such a 
cialicd reltutt (lemma 4.6), of course v5th an independent proof. 
Olnc o? the felatures ofthe theorem is that it exhibits many elations, This leads to 
characteGz.ations o!:’ translation planes by ox&ions 
many homologies. The standard condition of this ki 
should be the centre of & no&dent 
such a result in finite pro 
lances, t%is condition may be wea 
93 to the assum 
idered in Supplemosnt 1.2, thea 
us we have obtained: 
1.5. C~o&uy. L&A and L be two different lines, mtd let n be u closeId 
the gmrp of a# mica1 collineutions whose axis is A artd whose centres 4 
either %af P is uf fin&e topolagicul dimension, or that for some z E OF9 
grtwp &,f is not compact. 
Then for the set 8(A) of all the centres of non-ia!‘entical elements in Al one of l/he 
following descriptions is valid: 
(i) &+I) is 6vqQ or a point. 
(ii) 8(A) consists of more than oPte but at most courotably many point, and A is 
discrete artd dt most courrtczble. 
(iii) &I) is Q sphere ofpositjve dimension consi&lg of the point a = A n L and of m 
orbit under the group Ata3 of eltitions iB A (which in this case must be cmnected). 
(iv) 3(/h) is a bouquet of more thun one but at mos~‘countably mmy spheres of equ 
positive dimension, 1~ this case9 the connected coprspotient A’ of the identity in 
contdtts~&ly &Wns, arrd each sphere of the bouquet cons& crf the point a = A A L 
and of UPI orbit ndei this elation group A ‘. 
Paralleling Carollary 1.4, one also gets the folllowing result at&t transitivity 
properties af the elation group in the presence of many homob es with centres on a 
fixed line 6: 
be a closed Lie six 
t&se ition 
groups under 
q(u, v) = (P cos 2nu cos 2nv, 
x Y 
Ph y) = 
JI o o qb, 4 du du, 
and define, for s, x E a new mukiplication 0 by 
s ox =sx+p(s,x). 
Sal;u 3ann states in i’,S, Q 4‘4 that one gets an afke plane with point set W2 by taking as 
lines the &sets {(it, s 0 x + t); x E )fors,tfaandt~eVe~~{(xO,y);Y~R}~Qr 
1. It follows from general results [IO, 2.12 and 7.173 that the corres~ndiq 
ctive plane, which is obtained by adjoining a line A at infin@, is a compact 
corrn%ted topological plane. 
Futihermore Salzmann proves that he group of translations (elatiFoons whose a~& is 
the lint A at infinity) of this plane consists of the tratisformatiotrs 
(x,y)-(x+n,y+t) withnEk,tE 
f Jsing the identity . 
S”(-x)= -+0x), 
s easily from the symmetry propertics of q(cr, v), we show that the 
: kdeed, it maps the p&rat (3, s 0 x += t) to 
the transh%tion (x, y)~, (1 +x, y ) one obtains another 
3. MzpWu$i&MR$ far) Ithe proof 
,* 4i(>” _ 1 ,.*,( / -. . . . .* I 
s Irk .ti&. sticticm, we study the structure of groups of elations and of groups of 
homofogieE with ftxed axis and centre, and the oibitsr of such groups* Most of the nfacts 
Wlec&d hem 81~ pwt of the folklore on the subject; nevertheless they cannot be 
found ready to use in the ,iit&ature, 
1, 8 
3& Let CpkS cldsedsaibg.vup of the lproug ofelatbms with axis A. Then the orbits of 
me &sed ;ift P\A ad hdmeimwrphicc to 4P. * 
, 
For thwproof~ we may use sequence arguments since P has a countable b&a for its 
topology [ $6, X10]. Let z E P\A, and assume that p E lP\A is an accumulation point of 
thewbit e(s); then them is a sequeme (91~) in @ with lim pn (t) = p. Since the hne A 
i-$-&qpact, we may assume that ,the centres cl” E A of the elations cpn converge to 
a o A, Let z’ be .any point of P\A not contained in the lines z v a, (N E PJ) and z v a 
joining 2 to- an and to Q, Since rp&‘) may be constructed geometrically as 
’ (((2 v z’) A A) v pm(z)) h (z’ v a,,), 
&is clear that ~&II cwwerges to the point 
p’ = (((z v R’) AA) v &) A (z’ v a). 
As is shown in [6, Lemma 3.7, p. 2641, one can therefore construct an axial 
collineation q with axis A mapping z to p and z’ to p’. This axial collineation is 
uniquely determined, and is the limit of the v,, in the compact-open topology. Since 
@ is clobed, o, is contained in ; therefore we have p E G(t), and the orbits of @ are 
closed in P\A. Moreover, thi$ argument proves t
the images af t under a sequence of elations qfi 
every subsequence of (~9~) contains asub-subse 
43 is in ‘fact he limit of-th 
at once from the well-known basic fact that in this situation alI elations 
mute anrd have the same order, finite or infinite (see fti instance [S,.pr 
97 Theorem 4.143). ’ / 
3.3, Let @ be a closed mnnected Lie subgroup of the g1y)up of elation with axis A, ad 
let w # id be a Jwmoiogy with axis A which normalizes a. l%en the set 8(&u> of 
centres of the petspectiuities in the coset &w is the orbit e(z) of the cm@~ z of ta 
Either we have @ = Q)Iol for some a E A, or (2, contains elationswith different 
and is a vrr-qtor group by 3.2. In the latter case, Qp is the union of its 
one-parameter subgroups. A one-parameter subgroup @t, beiag a homomorphic 
, contains I& de= subgroup which is locally cyclic (e.g. the image ofQ G 
two of its elements have the same centre. By continuity, the satnieCis true 
for ah elements of Qtt. ?!‘hus, each one-parameter subgroup iS contained in f&&J for 
Q E A. This implies that the subgroups d)ro~ are connected, Rurthermore, as a 
quence of the conjugation formula (l), they too are normaM& by w. 
?hus, for any a E A, the subgroup Y = Q4ral shares the properties which were 
required of Cp. We now prove 3( Yu) = Y (2); the same conclusion for Q, will then 
foflow from @ = Uos~ *+ 
For tj F, P, the point $(z) is &he centre of the conjugate $& E YM,k Sin= Y is 
normalized by o, we have ?&JIP = Y'!?G ,c ?h; so P(z) s ~(?I%& Sinus; the orbit 
Y(r) is closed in P\A an.d homeomorphic toY by 3.1, it remains to be shown that 
a( P’) is homeomorphic to Y as well. For then, it follows from the Brouwer 
invaiaiance theorem that Y (2) a Y is also open in a( Yw) s Y, so that indeed 
ls; ‘2) = 8( Yw ) because !k is connected. 
l[n &et to show B( Y&J) = Y, let L = z v a and choose any point p G f#?\(L.u A) (as 
indkated in Fig. 2). The orbit of p’ = w(p) under Y is contained in the line M = p’ v a, 
beca~ ?? consists of elations with centre a. For # E Y, the line .&, which passes 
/ - 
57 
thmq#dhe matres ab bath qb and Q), is a fixed line of the homology @W an 
contains’th42 centre z ) of h& Since the L-age @m(p) = #( p’) lies on 2 (#w) v p9 it 
p’) S M is obtained from s(!&o) g; L by central projection 
from L into M via p as projection centre, This establishes a homeomorphism 
between a(%~) and the orbit !P(p’), which is homeomorphic to Y by 3.1. 
3.4. Forr e PA, 1et.X be u closed subgroup of the grclaup of homologies with uxis A arid 
rcen& 2. mere: 
(i) 971e connected companent of H: either is c~mpuzct or has two ends ; in particular, it 
either, has nonetrivial cumpuct connected stibgroupjr, or is isumophic to W, or trivia!. 
(ii) If 1F is not compact, then a compact subset qf P\A can be compressed into my 
given neighbowhood of the centre z by means of a suitable homology in C. 
For the proof, we coordinatize the given plane with coordinates from a locally 
compact, connected topological ternary fidd K (see [IO, 0 7)) in such a way that A is 
the line at infinity and x is the origin of the coordinate system. It is well known and 
easy to see that in afl’me coordinates over ii: every homoitogy with centre z and axis A 
is of the form 
with suitable sE K\(O) = K xI The elements s E K’” corresponding toelements of 
thus form a closed subgroup N of the multiplicative loop K” of K9 and N is 
isomorphic to 2. 
Therefore one may study N (and its connected component N1) instead of 2. In 
order to prove that they are either compact or have two ends, we look at their 
embeddings into the one-point mmpactification k3z= K u(oo} of K. 
If N is not compact, hen 0 or CD must be a cluster point of N$ because N is closed in 
Kx = &{O, 00). In fact, both 0 and a~ are cluster points, sin= there are continuous 
h ‘leave N invariant and exchange 0 and QD. For instance, the 
x which associates toeach s E AC” its multiplicat. *;re left inverse s-l 
extends con’l5inuously to & by O-” = (10 and CC? = Ib, see Fig. 3. Thus, N u (0, 00) is a 
pactification ofN. The same argument applies to N’. 
that N3 has no non-trivial compact connected subgroups 
Gorem, N’ is then homeomorphic toa euclidean space 
m does not admit a two-point compactification, as is well 
[Otherwise, the connected boundary of a large ball containing in its interior the 
cornpack), gc,n3 by Ming Q E N A W; this intersection is nonvoid if N is not 
co*nnps.et, a;inzxz then 0 is 8 cluster point of iV. 
An immediate corollary of 3&,4(i) is 
\d i, a non-trivial closed connected Lie wbgmap of the .qroup of all 
homolo,gies wit& mis A and centre t either contains involtatio~~s, or is isomoqhic tu W. 
Restricting the compressions of 3.4(ii) to certain submanifolds ofP\A, we obtain: 
3& Suppox that a &ally euc@dean s~bspaee M of P\A is invariantb for smn& z E M, 
utuler D closed rron-compact subgmsrp X of the grvup of all homologies w&h axisA mb 
cmtre 2. Then M has trivial hcwnotopy gmups. 
q’ l Using a well-known theorem of M. Brown [3], WC &WV 
rt RI is in fact a au&dean space ‘. However, ;;\-- what %J&WS we may do 
extra informatilon. 
Concerning the homeommphism type of elation pugs, we now can prove: 
XT, fRt@ b&z&~& cu~~~ecded. Lie subgroup of the grwp of e&ions with axis A. 
Then @ is homeowwp& to a euclidean space Rk provided one of the following 
cunditkw holds :
(i) Fat ::ome centie zir:’ A, the normalizer of (Ih in the group of homo~ogie5 wi 
t and ax& A is not compact* 
(ii) F&e _pdet sptw P is of j&a& topological dimensjon. 
&YM& To && >wich Casrt (i) wc shall use 3.6 &we. Let 2l den the :aormalker of 
in the groupzof homologies with sentre z and axis A. Thg: orbi (2) ii; Sinvariant; 
is &m~~nm@&ic ~$0 @ (3.1) and therefore is a manifold. We now may conclude 
directly by applying tht: supplementary emark of 3.6. If one wants to avoid this 
stmngvemion of 3.6, onemay proeed as follows: 3.6 then tells only that @ has trivial 
homotoppl gro@~. By the Malcev-Iwasawa theorem, @ is homeolmorphic to the 
product of a euclidean space BP’ and a mz&mal compact subgroup C But C must be 
trivial since non-trivial compact Lie groups always have some non-vanishing hclmo- 
topy group, 
In case (ii), we use Smith fixed point theory. The afhne point space P\A is 
contractible [lo, 7.111. Therefore, and since P\A is finite dimensional by assump- 
tion, any involutory homeomorphism of P\A has a fixed point [14], Consequently, 
the elation group @ which acts freely on P\A, cannot mntain a com:pact onnected 
Lie group Using again the Malcev-Iwasawa theorem, we conclude that (!P is 
homeomorphic tosome 9 ! 
We distinguish several cases, of which the simpler ones are treated first. Frequent 
use will be made of the fact that the connected component E of 0, as well as the 
elation group $&AJ and its connelcted component iEJ9 are closed normal sub 
of 0, 
ic: {id$, then either copIIsists entirely of el~tio~~ (so that 
are in one uf ‘the situetions (iii) or (iv) o,! the theorem. 
60 H. Hat/ CrtrBm 
the ccc tms of its elements form an orbit under $. Ther&ore $w is the- union-of at 
ny @orbits. By 3.1, these orbits :are eked in PM and 
2. If E s* {id}, #ren 3 is at most countable, 
~rPince ir this case 0 is discrete and therefore is at most countable (having acountable 
&3. If dim E = 1 and 8 # = then 8 ik a point. 
In this case, the connected Lie group 
borphic imag? of 
9f is a one-parameter g oup, that is, 8 
Since R contains the 1ocalIy cycic group Q as a dense 
bgro~ tp, all elements of (It? have the same centre z, which is not contained id A’1l 
it E Since z is the only fued point of E in P\A, and since E is a nkmaksubgroup 
of 0,~: is a fixed point (and therefore the centre) of each element in 0. Thud 8 * (2). 
In the special cases considered above, the theorem was nearIy obtiou& The 
neric case is more involved; at first sight it even seems astonishing that it 
may be cofered by such a uniform resuirjit: 
on. 1fdimEa2and8+ a thea 3 is compact and is the u&n of an 
and of the set 3(e) G A of all centres of elements in e\{id}. 
For !ke proof of 4.4, we study the one-parame.:er subgroups of the connected Lie 
grtmp -. ‘y’ They correspond tothe Dne-dimension& i &spaWs of the Lie algebra Z&Z?) 
of E; therefore we c;3ursider the projective space ET(%) of all these one-dimwkonal 
subspaces. As we have already noted, alI elemGints in a one-parameter g wp of 
perspectivities have the same centre. Therefore one may define the cenm map 
pping each one-dimensional subspacg of 5?(E) onto the common centre of the 
perspectivities in the corresponding one-parameter subgr&p. This map is continu- 
XS, since the exponential function and the map assigning the centre to each 
i?erspectivity are continur,us. The image 3’ of g, i.e. the set of alI centres be!ongitlg t0 
con-identical pcrspectivil:ies n one-parameter subgroups ofa9 is therefore campact. 
fom tht: conju ation folrrnula (1) in the introduction and the fact that t set 0: 
one-parameter ups is oonjugation&variant, i  follows that # is ariant 
under 12. 




In the mamd wet which we take up first sink+ itinvolves the core o$ the argument, 
we &now in pguticular that all the homulogy$rouprs &are at 
This imp& that the centre m&p f is injective on PSP( S’)\P!( 
a continuous bijecgion P~(~E)\P?i?(@)+ $‘\A, which,, moreover, is apen, since 
PS(,r) is compact; so we have a homeomorphism 
PSV(E)WS(@)=&A. 
In par&W #\A is a manifold of dimension k, where . / 
k=dimPZC(S)=dim S-1. 
Now consider aked centre z E $\A. From the definition of s1 we know that &I 
contains aone-parameter subgroup and so is not discrete; therefore by the assump- 
tion of case 4.4(b) the conthected component of&I is isomorphic to R. In particular 
&,, is not compact. Ry 3.6, the &j-invariant manifold $w is sitn@y connected. 
Therefore the compiement of the unit sphere of Z?(8) iM the unit s&re of 5?(E) is 
‘disconnected, since it is a two-fold covering space of RS?(E))\P9(@) =$\A. But this 
means 
dim@=dimS-1=k. 
Since #\A is 6invzriant, it contains a69 -orbit. By 3.1, this orbit is closed in $\A 
on the one hand; on the tither hand, it is homeomorphic to @ and therefore open in 
the connected k-manifold jj’\A by the Brouwer invariance theorem, because 
k = dim 8. Con&quentfy, this orbit fills the whole of $\A ; in particular, it is an 
96 -inv4ant -orbit. ‘This situation is dealt with in the following lemma (which will 
be re-used for the handling of the remaining case 4.4(a) and therefore starts from less 
information): 
ofe For fMlet @E@ be ,(z) = t(2). Since 2 
then have 8-l) E J&J; thus E” = 3.3 we get $(lr”\@) 
which it ftillows that the whole of 0 leavlhq O(z) invariant, since ET is normal in LL 
From this, one may 
an 
l at3 (3) 
the lerl;lma istrivial. Otherwise, the cwiimension d of the isotropy 
is pwitive. By considering a local cross s&ion Of the fiber&g 
2 one obtain{; a d-dimensional compact connecte:d subset Co 1~ A with 
A9 -8(t) is injetiive. 
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